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Libra Lunar Eclipse: March 25 2024

5 degrees 7 minutes Libra

Lunar eclipses occur with full moons, but their impact lasts longer, up to

six months before and after.We usually feel eclipses when they are

triggered by a transit (moving) planet conjunct (aligned with), square

(hard aspect - 3 signs away), or opposite the point in the Zodiac the

eclipse occurs in the months before or after. For this eclipse, that would

be a transit planet at 5 degrees 7 minutes of Libra (conjunct), Aries

(opposite), or Cancer or Capricorn (square).

We usually only count transit Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and

Pluto to trigger since the Sun, Moon, Mercury, and Venus move so fast.

The exception can be when transit Mercury or Venus are retrograde, but

that’s not the case for this eclipse. I’ve also started using transit Ceres as

a trigger.

Transit Jupiter is in Taurus, which is quincunx (minor aspect that doesn’t

trigger) and moves into Gemini, which is trine; transit Saturn is in Pisces,

which is quincunx; transit Uranus is in Taurus, which is quincunx; transit

Neptune is in Pisces, which is quincunx; and transit Pluto is at the end of

Capricorn, which is square, but past 5 degrees, and moving into

Aquarius, which is trine.
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Transit Ceres will be in Capricorn and square on February 21st 2024;

transit Mars will be in Capricorn and square on January 11th 2024, and

then in Aries will oppose onMay 7th 2024.

You can experience a personal trigger with your progressed chart. If any

of your progressed planets comes to 5 degrees 7 minutes Libra, Aries,

Cancer, or Capricorn in the 6 months before/after, you can experience

a personal trigger.

With this eclipse occuring in Libra, the general impact for us all can

focus on our connections, relationships, partnerships, alliances, as

well as fairness, diplomacy, peace, and balance. This can be a time

when relationships come to a head, and the relationships and

connections that are solid and secure can thrive, grow stronger, and you

may even take the next step with them and deepen your commitment to

them. The relationships and connections that aren’t healthy, solid, or that

don’t bring anything to your life can worsen, and any existing issues can

seem unbearable. The eclipse can expose issues you might’ve tried to

ignore, but can’t any longer. If it can be salvaged, you can put in the

effort, but you both have to do that, otherwise it’s for nothing. If it can’t be

salvaged, you may be pushed to the point of walking away.

It’s super important with this eclipse to strive for balance, peace, and

harmony as much as you can, otherwise you can feel out of sorts,
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indecisive, and insecure. We need to avoid chaos as much as we can,

and make sure we’re being understanding, compromising, and fair.

Personally, it’s all about what the eclipse is doing to your own chart.

First assess the house the eclipse will occur in. Think about what the

house rules and how this can impact you. Lunar eclipses are times of

endings, heightened emotions, and culminations, and with the Libra

energy, this can play out with your connections, relationships, and

balance issues that’s funneled to the areas of life ruled by the house the

eclipse occurs in. This can be funneled to the areas of life ruled by the

house the eclipse occurs in. The houses are:

1st house of the self, beginnings

2nd house of money, self-esteem, values

3rd house of the mind, learning, communication, close environment

4th house of home and family, emotions, internal foundation

5th house of love, dating, children, hobbies

6th house of work, health, daily life, pets

7th house of relationships

8th house of transformations, other people’s money

9th house of expansion, higher education, travel, law

10th house of career, goals, life path, elders, public image

11th house of friends, hopes, dreams, charity

12th house of endings, subconscious mind, karma, your undoing
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If you have a house cusp between 0 degrees 7 minutes and 10 degrees

7 minutes Libra, the eclipse will be conjunct the house cusp, which can

elevate the impact on you house-wise.

Note: If you don’t have a house cusp with Libra on it, that means the

eclipse is intercepted in the house with Virgo on the cusp. Interceptions

are contained energy, and that can show this eclipse plays out in a more

subconscious way.

The eclipse is also trine (beneficial aspect, four signs away) transit Pluto

in Aquarius. This does help us, and we can feel empowered in some

way to transform for the better. This helps us maintain peace, harmony,

and balance. We can be more comfortable with intimacy, and want to

grow closer emotionally.

Once you’ve gotten through all of that, you can assess the aspects the

eclipse will make to your natal planets. The aspects for this eclipse are:

Conjunction: 0 degrees 7 minutes - 10 degrees 7 minutes Libra

Semisextile: 3 degrees 7 minutes - 17 degrees 7 minutes Virgo or

Scorpio

Sextile: 0 degrees 7 minutes - 10 degrees 7 minutes Leo or Sagittarius

Square: 0 degrees 7 minutes - 10 degrees 7 minutes Cancer or

Capricorn

Trine: 0 degrees 7 minutes - 10 degrees 7 minutes Gemini or Aquarius
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Quincunx: 3 degrees 7 minutes - 7 degrees 7 minutes Taurus or Pisces

Opposition: 0 degrees 7 minutes - 10 degrees 7 minutes Aries

You’ll generally focus most on any conjunctions as they amplify energy,

so pay close attention to those. Semisextiles, sextiles, and trines are

positive (beneficial) aspects, so aspects to those planets will be largely

helpful. Squares, oppositions, and quincunxes are hard (difficult)

aspects, so aspects to those planets will be largely challenging.

The planets are:

Sun (rules the self)

Moon (rules emotions)

Mercury (rules the mind)

Venus (rules relationships & money)

Mars (rules energy & drive)

Ceres (rules nourishment & resources)

Jupiter (rules expansion, exploration, new experiences)

Saturn (rules goals, ambitions, responsibilities)

Uranus (rules change, independence, the unconventional)

Neptune (rules your subconscious, spirituality)

Pluto (rules power, control, transformations)

Libra Lunar Eclipse Conjunct Natal Bodies:
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Sun: Your connections can be especially important for you, and striking a

balance between focus on the self with focus on others can be critical to

helping you feel emotionally stable and secure. It can also be important

for you to bring peace, harmony, and balance into your life, and avoid

drama.

Moon: Your connections with others can directly impact your emotional

state, and you can benefit from having emotional support and comfort.

You can focus on bringing more peace and balance to your home life,

and getting to the core of early-life baggage that impacts your

relationships.

Mercury: You can understand multiple points of view, and this gives you

a good idea of what people are thinking and feeling, but it may also

make it harder for you to make decisions. Try to have peaceful

surroundings when making important decisions, and don’t get dragged

in the middle of fights.

Venus: You can focus on commitment issues, existing problems in

relationships, and work on blocks to working well with others. You can

make compromises more easily to keep the peace, and Balance can be

incredibly important for you, and you should try to stick to beautiful,

calming surroundings.
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Mars: You can be energized to focus on your connections, to work with a

partner, or to bring peace to your life. Your drive can help you take the

initiative, and others may look to you to take the lead. If you feel out of

balance, you may lash out, so try to work on that.

Ceres: You can work through blocks to have the resources you need,

and these resources may come from other people or directly impact

one of your connections. You can focus on issues making you feel

insecure about a relationship, and try to be more supportive of others.

Jupiter: You can focus on bringing more expansive energy to your

connections, having enough space for yourself, and this can make you

feel good about life. You can also become more invested in issues and

situations of unfairness and inequality.

Saturn: You may need to focus on lessons in your relationships, dealings

with others, or that impact your ability to be balanced. You may feel

restricted and limited in some way, and this can make you feel insecure,

so you can give more attention to the root of that.

Uranus: You can experience changes that impact your relationships or

dealings with others, and this can be of your own making or brought on

by others. Try to stay flexible instead of getting upset by any changes

that seem out of your control, otherwise you may feel out of sorts.
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Neptune: Your spiritual connections with others can seem heightened,

and you can gravitate toward the people you feel you have a good

spiritual connection with. You may seem less interested in those you

don’t, but this may not seem obvious consciously, and they seem to fade

from your life.

Pluto: You can address deeply-held issues in your dealings with others,

and may feel more passionate with those you’re closest to. With

passionate energy running high, you may have to work on striking a

balance and prioritizing peace over chaos.

Chiron: You may want to focus on old relationship issues to make

progress with healing, and this can help you feel closer with others. You

can also find that one or more of your connections helps you with your

healing journey, and being balanced and peaceful helps you with

growth.

Black Moon Lilith: You may help someone out in your life, and can

defend them if needed. You may feel inspired to take a stand to help

others in some way, and can be more invested in diplomacy,

compromise, fairness, and equality.

White Moon Selena: You can be helpful with and protective of someone

in your life, and this can make you feel closer. You may also feel your
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relationships act to guard you from challenges, and someone may guide

the way for you.

North Node: Your potential and purpose can be more important for you,

and this can involve a connection or relationship. You may feel triggered

in some way emotionally, which makes you feel out of balance, but

there can be opportunities to work through and be more connected to

your path.

South Node: You may have to deal with old relationship issues, people

from the past you’d rather avoid, or some relationship karma to work

through. You may want to be a doormat in this situation but that doesn’t

help. Work on being more assertive.

Ascendant: Major progress can be made with something you’ve already

worked on, and this can involve others. Try to stay balanced and

maintain harmony so you can handle any developments that come.

Connect with yourself, and be good to yourself.

Imum Coeli: More attention can go toward your home and family life,

and you can work on issues at home, with those you think of as family, or

at your core that make you feel out of sorts and indecisive. Try to keep

things calm and peaceful.
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Descendant: Extra attention can go toward your relationships and

partnerships, and you may need to make an important decision

regarding one of your connections. Developments can occur with

others, and you can be supportive and understanding.

Midheaven: Developments can occur with your goals, and you can see

results. If it goes well, you can make important connections with others,

and seem charming and pleasant. If it doesn’t go well, you may feel out

of balance and indecisive, and need to work on getting back on track.
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March 25th 2024 Libra Lunar Eclipse

& Your Chart:

House the eclipse occurs in:

Howmay this impact you? Is it conjunct the house cusp? Is it

intercepted?

Conjunctions to your natal planets by this eclipse:

What could this mean for you?
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Semisextiles, sextiles, & trines to your natal planets by this eclipse:

What beneficial energy could these provide for you?
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Squares, oppositions, and quincunxes to your natal planets by this

eclipse:

What challenging energy could these provide for you?
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Aries Solar Eclipse: April 8 2024

19 degrees 24 minutes Aries

Solar eclipses occur with new moons, but their impact lasts longer, up to

six months before and after.We usually feel eclipses when they are

triggered by a transit (moving) planet conjunct (aligned with), square

(hard aspect - 3 signs away), or opposite the point in the Zodiac the

eclipse occurs in the months before or after. For this eclipse, that would

be a transit planet at 19 degrees 24 minutes of Aries (conjunct), Libra

(opposite), or Cancer or Capricorn (square).

Transit transit Saturn is in Pisces, which is semisextile; Uranus is in

Taurus, which is semisextile; and transit Neptune is in Pisces, which is

semisextile; transit Jupiter is in Taurus, which is semisextile, and then

Gemini, which is sextile. Transit Pluto is in Capricorn, which is square, but

past 19 degrees, and moves into Aquarius, which is sextile.

Transit Ceres triggers in Capricorn and square on April 17th 2024, and

again in retrograde on June 10th 2024. Transit Mars is square in

Capricorn on January 30th 2024, and conjunct in Aries onMay 25th

2024. Mercury retrograde also triggers, conjunct in Aries, on April 16th

2024, and this is likely the biggest trigger.
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You can experience a personal trigger with your progressed chart. Your

progressed chart adds one day to your date of birth for every year

you’ve been alive to create a new chart reflecting your maturation and

growth. If any of your progressed planets comes to 19 degrees 24

minutes Aries, Libra, Cancer, or Capricorn in the 6 months

before/after, you can experience a personal trigger. Personal triggers

are often more important and prominent for you than a trigger by a

transit planet. So if you have that happening, pay close attention to it!

With this eclipse occuring in Aries, the general impact for us all can

focus on energy and enthusiasm. We’re super enthusiastic, super

energetic, super excited, and super ready to get moving. We’re done

with waiting, and we can take the lead and make things happen. Aries

rules new beginnings as it’s the first Zodiac sign, and we can jump at the

opportunity for a new project, journey, or chapter.

Since this occurs with Mercury retrograde though, we’re likely focusing

on second chances rather than brand new opportunities and

beginnings. This is excellent energy for a big second chance, so focus

on what you can do over, give another try, and get excited about.

This is also the second Solar Eclipse in Aries for this eclipse set, and a

third and final will occur in 2025. Developments with this eclipse in 2024

may tie into what came to pass with the Aries Solar Eclipse in 2023, and
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may tie into what comes in 2025, so in some ways, it may feel like we’re

in the middle.

Personally, it’s all about what the eclipse is doing to your own chart.

First assess the house the eclipse will occur in. Think about what the

house rules and how this can impact you. Solar eclipses are times of

increased energy, enthusiasm, and new beginnings, and with the Aries

energy, this can be even stronger given how enthusiastic and energetic

Aries is.

If you have a house cusp between 14 degrees 24 minutes - 24 degrees

24 minutes Aries, the eclipse will be conjunct the house cusp, which can

elevate the impact on you house-wise.

Remember: If you don’t have a house cusp with Aries on it, that means

the eclipse is intercepted in the house with Pisces on the cusp.

Interceptions are contained energy, and that can show this eclipse plays

out in a more subconscious way.

This eclipse is also square (challenging aspect, three signs away) transit

Ceres in Capricorn. Ceres is a dwarf planet ruling nourishment, support,

and resources, so this eclipse may come with some challenges getting

the support we need, feeling nourished, and utilizing resources. We

might be pushing ahead too hard, too fast, and need to maybe slow

down just a little to make sure we’re not being impulsive and actually
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seeing everything we need to. If we can slow down a little, we can make

sure to self-nurture and be smart with what we have.

Once you’ve gotten through all of that, you can assess the aspects the

eclipse will make to your natal planets. The aspects for this eclipse are:

Conjunction: 14 degrees 24 minutes - 24 degrees 24 minutes Aries

Semisextile: 17 degrees 24 minutes - 21 degrees 24 minutes Taurus or

Pisces

Sextile: 14 degrees 24 minutes - 24 degrees 24 minutes Gemini or

Aquarius

Square: 14 degrees 24 minutes - 24 degrees 24 minutes Cancer or

Capricorn

Trine: 14 degrees 24 minutes - 24 degrees 24 minutes Leo or Sagittarius

Quincunx: 17 degrees 24 minutes - 21 degrees 24 minutes Virgo or

Scorpio

Opposition: 14 degrees 24 minutes - 24 degrees 24 minutes Libra

You’ll generally focus most on any conjunctions as they amplify energy,

so pay close attention to those. Semisextiles, sextiles, and trines are

positive (beneficial) aspects, so aspects to those planets will be largely

helpful. Squares, oppositions, and quincunxes are hard (difficult)

aspects, so aspects to those planets will be largely challenging.
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P.S. If you’re a little more advanced or want to push yourself more, also

assess the impact of the eclipse on your progressed planets as well as

your return charts.

Aries Solar Eclipse Conjunctions to Natal Bodies:

Sun: Energy can surge in a big way for you, prompting you to take action

fast. You can make a big mark in some way, and this can be exciting, and

thrilling. But impatience may get the better of you, so try to keep this

under control.

Moon: Emotional energy can be strong, and you can feel driven to

pursue something new and exciting. You can focus on something that

resonates with you emotionally, and get moving quickly, but can focus

on trying to make sure the foundation is strong and you feel secure.

Mercury: The mind can be extra active, and you can come up with

plenty of new ideas and plans that excite you. Opportunities can present

themselves to do something with an idea or two, and you can jump at

the chance, but need to do some homework first to avoid catastrophe.

Venus: The people in your life can get extra attention, and you may want

to enter into new relationships and partnerships. This can create new

opportunities for you, and you can work well with others, though you

may be the one taking the lead.
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Mars: Mars is the natural ruler of Aries, so this is super high energy. You

can feel incredibly driven to take action with something, and you can

take the initiative and make things happen with enthusiasm. Just make

sure you don’t rush before having all you need.

Ceres: Energy and drive can focus on finances, resources, and what you

need for support. You can be extra supportive of others, and can pursue

opportunities to improve your finances, have more resources, or

generally feel more abundant in your life.

Jupiter: This can be incredibly lucky energy for you, and you can make

your own luck and pursue opportunities with a keen eye. Make sure you

don’t push your luck, and this can be a great time for new experiences

and new adventures.

Saturn: Hitting your stride in some way, hitting new heights, getting

recognition, or getting the attention of an important person can all be

possible with this eclipse, and you can take on new responsibilities as a

result. There may be a lesson in all of it as well, and you may feel like

you have a lot on your plate, so try to leave room for breaks.

Uranus: This can be a big time for change, and you can take the lead

with the changes you want. You can move quickly, so watch for

impatience and being impulsive. Keep that under control, and you can

get out of ruts and feel connected to your dreams.
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Note: No one alive now has Neptune or Pluto in Aries, but for reference:

Neptune: Gut instincts can be super strong, and you can be deeply in

tune with your inner self. You can be charismatic, artistic,

compassionate, and empathetic, and this can all be helpful for new

opportunities. Do watch boundaries though.

Pluto: You can take action for power and control, and your strength and

will can be impressive. You can pursue new beginnings and

opportunities with passion and intensity, which can get you further. Do

keep yourself busy, otherwise frustration may get the better of you.

Chiron: You can make great strides with healing and growth with

something you’ve been taking the initiative with, and this can pay off

now. You can quietly feel more powerful and in control, confident and

secure.

Black Moon Lilith: This can be an excellent time for speaking up and

taking a stand, and you can do so without backing down at all. This can

help you push for something you really believe in, though you may need

to work on being more open to compromise.

White Moon Selena: As you take action for what you want and pursue

opportunities for new beginnings and projects, you can feel more
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protected on the way. You can take the lead with protecting others as

well, and feel you’re better guided on your path.

North Node: This is an amazing time for making progress with your

potential, realizing some of your purpose, and getting attention for doing

so. You can take the lead, and get excited by the energy and enthusiasm

this creates.

South Node: Something from the past may demand more attention from

you, and you can give attention to working through, understanding, and

moving on. Until you do, you can feel frustrated and easily irritated, but

can feel more in control once you do.

Ascendant: This is a huge time for a new beginning in your life, and you

can focus on what you want to take the initiative with and are most

excited about. Your enthusiasm and willingness to take the lead can take

you care right now.

Imum Coeli: Home and family matters may get your attention, and you

can take the lead. You can move, renovate or redecorate, or change

your living space in some way, and can take action with family. You can

feel energized when you get back to basics and to your roots.

Descendant: The people in your life can be extra enthusiastic and

energetic, and you may feel more enthusiastic and energetic yourself
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when you have a partner by your side. You can enjoy being with those

you love, become more committed to them, and can get opportunities

through them.

Midheaven: This can be a great time for your goals and ambitions, and

you can set new goals that you’re excited about, or make progress with

existing goals and hit your stride. You can impress others with your

energy and enthusiasm, and you can take on responsibilities with ease,

but do need to make sure you don’t overwhelm yourself.
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April 8th 2024 Aries Solar Eclipse

& Your Chart:

House the eclipse occurs in:

Howmay this impact you? Is it conjunct the house cusp? Is it

intercepted?

Conjunctions to your natal planets by this eclipse:

What could this mean for you?
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Semisextiles, sextiles, & trines to your natal planets by this eclipse:

What beneficial energy could these provide for you?
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Squares, oppositions, and quincunxes to your natal planets by this

eclipse:

What challenging energy could these provide for you?
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Pisces Lunar Eclipse: September 17th 2024

25 degrees 41 minutes Pisces

Lunar eclipses occur with full moons, but their impact lasts longer, up to

six months before and after.We usually feel eclipses when they are

triggered by a transit (moving) planet conjunct (aligned with), square

(hard aspect - 3 signs away), or opposite the point in the Zodiac the

eclipse occurs in the months before or after. For this eclipse, that would

be a transit planet at 25 degrees 41 minutes of Pisces (conjunct), Virgo

(opposite), or Gemini or Sagittarius (square).

Transit Saturn and Neptune are in Pisces, which is conjunct, but don’t

come to the position of the eclipse; transit Jupiter is in Gemini, which is

square, but doesn’t come to the position of the eclipse either. Transit

Uranus is in Taurus, which is sextile; transit Pluto is in Capricorn, which is

sextile, and Aquarius, which is semisextile. Transit Ceres is in Capricorn

and Aquarius as well.

Transit Mars is the only one who triggers the eclipse. Mars in Pisces is

conjunct on April 24th 2024, though this is close to the previous eclipses

so may not be felt much. Transit Mars in Gemini is square on August

28th 2024, and that is close to the eclipse so can be strong.
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You can experience a personal trigger with your progressed chart. If any

of your progressed planets comes to 25 degrees 41 minutes Pisces,

Virgo, Gemini, or Sagittarius in the 6 months before/after, you can

experience a personal trigger.

With this eclipse occuring in Pisces, the general impact for us all can

focus on baggage, karma, our subconscious, the past, and what’s

hidden. Pisces is the last Zodiac sign, so it’s the sign ruling endings, and

with Lunar Eclipses also ruling endings, this is even stronger. Actually, all

of the impact of Pisces is even stronger with a Lunar Eclipse since it’s

strong emotional and karmic energy, so we’re extra focused on our

baggage, have to work on releasing mental, emotional, spiritual, and

karmic baggage, and need to tap into our subconscious minds to get

more understanding. We can reflect on the past, be more introspective,

and can become aware of something that has been hidden from us.

Intuition can be extremely strong as well, and subtle messages can be

everywhere. Pay attention to your dreams.

This is the first eclipse in Pisces for this eclipse set, yet the energy of this

eclipse is very much tied to endings and releasing, so it seems that the

Virgo-Pisces eclipse set is starting off with a deep letting go. We need to

look around at what’s weighing us down and holding us back and find

ways to release that are healthy and positive. This makes room for what

we’re carrying forward with the Aries-Libra eclipse set, and creating new

with the Virgo-Pisces eclipse set.
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Personally, it’s all about what the eclipse is doing to your own chart.

First assess the house the eclipse will occur in. Think about what the

house rules and how this can impact you. Lunar eclipses are times of

endings, heightened emotions, and culminations, and with the Pisces

energy, this can play out as major sensitivity, heightened intuition, and

important endings or releases.

If you have a house cusp between 20 degrees 41 minutes and 29

degrees 59 minutes Pisces, the eclipse will be conjunct the house cusp,

which can elevate the impact on you house-wise.

Remember: If you don’t have a house cusp with Pisces on it, that means

the eclipse is intercepted in the house with Aquarius on the cusp.

Interceptions are contained energy, and that can show this eclipse plays

out in a more subconscious way.

This eclipse is also sextile (beneficial aspect, two signs away) transit

Uranus in Taurus and transit Pluto in Capricorn, and is conjunct

(aligned with) transit Neptune in Pisces. Neptune is the natural ruling of

Pisces, so the conjunction to Neptune heightens the impact. Super

intuitive, imaginative, compassionate, and empathetic; sensitive,

vulnerable, and needing to work on releasing and clearing. The sextiles

to Uranus and Pluto help us navigate any changes and transformations
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that we’re undergoing as a result, and we can be more in the driver’s

seat.

It’s also interesting that this eclipse is touching all three of the outer

planets in a positive way, so there can be developments with this eclipse

that impact across generations and on a wider scale in the world. Just to

note.

Once you’ve gotten through all of that, you can assess the aspects the

eclipse will make to your natal planets. The aspects for this eclipse are:

Conjunction: 20 degrees 41 minutes - 29 degrees 59 minutes Pisces

Semisextile: 23 degrees 41 minutes - 27 degrees 41 minutes Aries or

Aquarius

Sextile: 20 degrees 41 minutes - 29 degrees 59 minutes Taurus or

Capricorn

Square: 20 degrees 41 minutes - 29 degrees 59 minutes Gemini or

Sagittarius

Trine: 20 degrees 41 minutes - 29 degrees 59 minutes Cancer or Scorpio

Quincunx: 23 degrees 42 minutes - 27 degrees 41 minutes Leo or Libra

Opposition: 20 degrees 41 minutes - 29 degrees 59 minutes Virgo

You’ll generally focus most on any conjunctions as they amplify energy,

so pay close attention to those. Semisextiles, sextiles, and trines are

positive (beneficial) aspects, so aspects to those planets will be largely
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helpful. Squares, oppositions, and quincunxes are hard (difficult)

aspects, so aspects to those planets will be largely challenging.

Pisces Lunar Eclipse Conjunct Natal Bodies:

Sun: This can be an important time for a deep release and letting go,

and may require you to turn inward and look at what you can let go of

within yourself. Move forward without so much weight subconsciously,

and tap into your charismatic and ethereal side.

Moon: Emotions can be strong, and you can feel vulnerable and

sensitive quite easily. You may need to work on having healthy

boundaries emotionally and subconsciously, which may require you to

work through issues that have made that difficult in the first place. Once

you do, you can be super compassionate and empathetic.

Mercury: Focus might be challenging at times as your imagination can

soar. You can get lost in a dreamy state, and if you can channel this, it

can be helpful for creative ventures. If not, you may just feel mentally

exhausted quite a bit. Tap into your intuition for insights.

Venus: Compassion and empathy can be high, and this can help you

connect with others spiritually and emotionally. But, you may also have

to work through subconscious relationship issues, or tackle past

relationship baggage.
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Mars: Energy and drive can focus on what you need to release, and you

can feel inspired to work on this when you’re alone. Others might be

more draining on you than usual, and you can do well working by

yourself. Releasing baggage can help you become more assertive.

Ceres: Baggage and old issues that have impacted your ability to be

nourished, get support, and have the resources you need can be

addressed. As you release, you can nurture yourself and feel more

connected to your intuition.

Jupiter: Opportunities to release karma can present themselves, though

this might be more subconscious. As you release, you can feel more

optimistic and open to expansion. You can also be more invested in your

spiritual beliefs if they align with who you are now; if not, you may

explore new ones.

Saturn: Major baggage and life lessons can weigh on you, though you

may not be aware of this consciously right away, and it’s just something

in the back of your mind. Focus on the lessons you need to learn, if you

haven’t yet, and what you need to let go of. Be smart, ethical, and

disciplined.

Uranus: Issues around changes in your life, being independent, or

pursuing your dreams can be addressed, and you can focus on baggage
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that needs to be released. Intuition can help you with your dreams, and

you can be more of a free spirit.

Note: You have to have been born in the 1800’s to have Neptune or Pluto

in Pisces, but for reference:

Neptune: Neptune is the natural ruler of Pisces, so this would be a major

time for releasing, working through baggage, heightened intuition, and

karma. It’d be strong for imagination, compassion, and empathy, but also

vulnerability and needing more protection.

Pluto: Issues around power and control would need to be addressed,

and baggage would need to be released that would allow for

empowerment. A transformation would likely be needed, but spiritually

or subconsciously.

Chiron: Old wounds and past issues can be stronger with this eclipse,

though you may feel it subconsciously at first. Releasing can help with

healing and growth, and you can be understanding with others as well.

Be gentle with yourself and compassionate.

North Node: There can be a big push for you to go toward your purpose

in life, but this may come after you release something. Intuition can help

you figure out your steps, and it may seem like things align at the right

times.
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South Node: Deep baggage from the past can feel strong, and you may

fall back on bad habits that lead to you being your own worst enemy at

times. Work on releasing the baggage and avoid being destructive. If

you can do that, you can benefit from strong intuition.

Black Moon Lilith: You may keep your positions to yourself unless you’re

helping others quietly, behind the scenes, or in the background. You

may be there for anyone you perceive as vulnerable and who can’t help

themselves.

White Moon Selena: You can be a great guardian for others, especially

anyone you feel deep empathy for, though you may need to release

something yourself before you can feel comfortable helping others.

Releasing can also help you help yourself.

Ascendant: Results for something you’ve been working on for some time

can come, and this can touch you emotionally. Your intuition can help

you figure out your next steps. There can be an important ending that

leads to big developments.

Imum Coeli: There can be some baggage deep at your core that needs

to be worked through and released, and you can feel emotionally

insecure until you do. You can stabilize once you do, and can work to
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make your home more comfortable and nurture your connections with

those you think of as family.

Descendant: Your relationships can get more attention, and you likely

need to work on issues that need to be released. Karma may be at play

at times, and you can gain understanding with it. You can be more

compassionate with others, but need to remember boundaries.

Midheaven: New heights can be hit with this eclipse, but it may come

after you release something. New heights that you do hit may lead to an

ending of a project, plan, or cycle, and this can leave room for

something new to begin. Your charisma can be heightened, and your

intuition can help with your direction.
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September 17th 2024 Pisces Lunar Eclipse

& Your Chart:

House the eclipse occurs in:

Howmay this impact you? Is it conjunct the house cusp? Is it

intercepted?

Conjunctions to your natal planets by this eclipse:

What could this mean for you?
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Semisextiles, sextiles, & trines to your natal planets by this eclipse:

What beneficial energy could these provide for you?
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Squares, oppositions, and quincunxes to your natal planets by this

eclipse:

What challenging energy could these provide for you?
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Libra Solar Eclipse: October 2nd 2024

10 degrees 4 minutes Libra

Solar eclipses occur with new moons, but their impact lasts longer, up to

six months before and after.We usually feel eclipses when they are

triggered by a transit (moving) planet conjunct (aligned with), square

(hard aspect - 3 signs away), or opposite the point in the Zodiac the

eclipse occurs in the months before or after. For this eclipse, that would

be a transit planet at 10 degrees 4 minutes of Libra (conjunct), Aries

(opposite), or Cancer or Capricorn (square).

Transit Jupiter is in Gemini, which is trine; transit Saturn and Neptune are

in Pisces, which is quincunx; transit Uranus is in Taurus, which is also

quincunx; and transit Pluto is in Capricorn, which is square but past the

eclipse point, and in Aquarius, which is trine.

Transit Ceres in Capricorn is square twice, on July 27th 2024 in

retrograde, and on September 25th 2024. Transit Mars in Aries is

opposite onMay 13th 2024, and in Cancer is square on September 21st

2024. The two September triggers are close together and near the

eclipse, so can be strong then.

You can experience a personal trigger with your progressed chart. Your

progressed chart adds one day to your date of birth for every year
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you’ve been alive to create a new chart reflecting your maturation and

growth. If any of your progressed planets comes to 10 degrees 4

minutes Libra, Aries, Cancer, or Capricorn in the 6 months

before/after, you can experience a personal trigger. Personal triggers

are often more important and prominent for you than a trigger by a

transit planet. So if you have that happening, pay close attention to it!

With this eclipse occuring in Libra, the general impact for us all can

focus on relationships, balance, fairness, and equality. We can come

together with those we care about, and be more willing to commit. We

can benefit from partnerships and alliances, compromise and

cooperation. We can be more diplomatic, and turn up the charm. We

can be more invested in fighting fair and playing by the same rules.

Personally, it’s all about what the eclipse is doing to your own chart.

First assess the house the eclipse will occur in. Think about what the

house rules and how this can impact you. Solar eclipses are times of

increased energy, enthusiasm, and new beginnings, and with the Libra

energy, this can play out in our relationships, dealings with others, and

peace and balance. This can be funneled to the areas of life ruled by the

house the eclipse occurs in.

If you have a house cusp between 5 degrees 4 minutes - 15 degrees 4

minutes Libra, the eclipse will be conjunct the house cusp, which can

elevate the impact on you house-wise.
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Note: If you don’t have a house cusp with Libra on it, that means the

eclipse is intercepted in the house with Virgo on the cusp. Interceptions

are contained energy, and that can show this eclipse plays out in a more

subconscious way.

This eclipse is also conjunct (aligned with) transitMercury in Libra and

square (challenging aspect, three signs away) transit Ceres in Capricorn.

Interestingly, the Libra Solar Eclipse from October 2023 was also

conjunct Mercury, so there is some similarity there and some of what

passed can seem strikingly similar. Look at what you were focused on,

the ideas you had, your interactions and communications at the time,

and see how this ties into this eclipse. The square to Ceres wasn’t there

last year though, and this might speak to issues around nourishment,

resources, and support. The Aries Solar Eclipse from April is also square

Ceres, so issues with this Libra Solar Eclipse may tie into issues with that

Aries Solar Eclipse, perhaps even directly/the same. Make sure to

maintain peace and balance, consider others but also take care of

yourself, and keep your mind open.

Once you’ve gotten through all of that, you can assess the aspects the

eclipse will make to your natal planets. The aspects for this eclipse are:

Conjunction: 5 degrees 4 minutes - 15 degrees 4 minutes Libra
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Semisextile: 8 degrees 4 minutes - 12 degrees 4 minutes Virgo or

Scorpio

Sextile: 5 degrees 4 minutes - 15 degrees 4 minutes Leo or Sagittarius

Square: 5 degrees 4 minutes - 15 degrees 4 minutes Cancer or Capricorn

Trine: 5 degrees 4 minutes - 15 degrees 4 minutes Gemini or Aquarius

Quincunx: 8 degrees 4 minutes - 12 degrees 4 minutes Taurus or Pisces

Opposition: 5 degrees 4 minutes - 15 degrees 4 minutes Aries

You’ll generally focus most on any conjunctions as they amplify energy,

so pay close attention to those. Semisextiles, sextiles, and trines are

positive (beneficial) aspects, so aspects to those planets will be largely

helpful. Squares, oppositions, and quincunxes are hard (difficult)

aspects, so aspects to those planets will be largely challenging.

P.S. If you’re a little more advanced or want to push yourself more, also

assess the impact of the eclipse on your progressed planets as well as

your return charts.

Libra Solar Eclipse Conjunctions to Natal Bodies:

Sun: Bringing more peace, harmony, and balance into your life can be

more important, and you can use charm, compromise, and negotiation

to get that done. You can feel more connected to others as well, and

work on balancing focus on your relationships with other areas of life.
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Moon: Improving emotional stability and security can be easier for you to

do now, and you can work on having more balance and peace in your

life. This can help you feel more at ease, and you can then support those

you care about and tend to emotional needs.

Mercury: There can be lots of communications, and you can get or give

news, share information, or learn something. Communications can be

pleasant, and you can have a charming way of communicating, and

others can get along better with you.

Venus: There can be opportunities via the people in your life, or you may

meet new people and enter into new relationships and partnerships. You

can enjoy time with others, and this can help you feel more balanced

and secure.

Mars: There can be more energy and drive, and you may want to take

action with something quickly that you can take the initiative with. You

can go about this in a charming way, and make sure to consider others

as you go along.

Ceres: Improving resources, finances, and support can be easier, and

you can pursue opportunities to do that. You can be pleasant in your

approach, and may benefit from others who help you with these

improvements.
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Jupiter: Opportunities can be all around you, and you can use this to

improve balance, peace, and create more harmony in your life. You can

connect with others, and you may be bold and gregarious in your

dealings with others.

Saturn: You can be more committed to everything you do, and you can

take on responsibilities with greater ease. You can set new goals, and

work on them in a calm, harmonious manner. Others may help you to

achieve success, and you can be more invested in your relationships.

Uranus: There can be a big change that happens, whether it’s you who

does it or someone in your life, and this can impact your connections or

dealings with others. You can work to adjust quickly and maintain peace

and harmony.

Neptune: You can be extra charming and charismatic dealing with

others, and may want to improve spiritual connections with others. You

can pursue spiritual ventures, and can feel more balanced and peaceful

as you tend to your emotional needs.

Pluto: There can be transformations occurring, and this can be

empowering for you, helping you take more control. You can feel closer

with others, and may attract powerful people to you who can help with

success.
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Chiron: This can be a great time for healing and personal growth, and

you can feel more powerful as a result. You can improve connections

with others by working through relationship issues, and can be more

balanced.

Black Moon Lilith: You may take a stand in a relationship or to defend

someone else, and this can help you feel empowered. You can take a

stand in a charming, quieter way, and smoothly make your point and

make things happen.

White Moon Selena: You can feel protected in your relationships and by

the people in your life, and you can protect them as well. This can be

helpful energy for showing you the path for better connections with

others.

North Node: This can bring a great opportunity to fulfill some of your

potential or purpose, and it may involve someone in your life, a partner,

or working for someone else. You can be charming, pleasant, and

compromising on the way.

South Node: Old relationships can be of help to you, and your charm can

win people over. You may work to use an old relationship issue to your

advantage somehow, reconnect with those from the past, or release

some relationship baggage or karma.
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Ascendant: This is a great time for a new beginning of some sort, and it

may involve someone else or help others in some way. You can use your

charm and negotiation skills to your advantage, and others can be more

willing to help.

Imum Coeli: This can be a time to start something from the ground up,

and it may involve others. You can also tend to the foundation of your

relationships, and work on family relationships or make improvements at

home.

Descendant: This is great energy for your relationships and dealings with

others, and you can enter into new commitments, friendships, alliances,

or partnerships, and can be more comfortable with others. You may give

support to the people you care about.

Midheaven: You may hit new heights or achieve some success in some

way, and this may involve or impact others. You may feel that a

relationship or partnership hits its stride, and you can achieve more with

someone by your side. You may set new relationship goals, and take on

more responsibilities with others.
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October 2nd 2024 Libra Solar Eclipse

& Your Chart:

House the eclipse occurs in:

Howmay this impact you? Is it conjunct the house cusp? Is it

intercepted?

Conjunctions to your natal planets by this eclipse:

What could this mean for you?
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Semisextiles, sextiles, & trines to your natal planets by this eclipse:

What beneficial energy could these provide for you?
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Squares, oppositions, and quincunxes to your natal planets by this

eclipse:

What challenging energy could these provide for you?
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